Abstract
Introduction
Banks transform liquid short-term liabilities into illiquid long-term assets. Because of this maturity transformation, banks are exposed to a liquidity risk. Each bank must have sufficient liquidity. This can be maintained by holding a sufficient buffer of liquid assets or by a loan from other banks in the interbank market. The importance of liquidity risk has been very significantly revised during the global financial crisis. As a result of a continued drop in the market value of mortgagebacked securities from the subprime segment of the US market and the announcement of problems of some European banks, the interbank market came under extreme strain. This confidence crisis had the following consequences: interbank interest rates sharply rose; many segments of the structured credit and mortgage market ceased to trade at all, making it difficult to price outstanding positions. In some cases, banks failed to raise enough cash through asset sales. As a result of liquidity hoarding of some banks, interbank lending become very difficult and for some banks even impossible (Ewerhart and Valla, 2008) . In response to the freezing up of the interbank market, the European Central Bank, U.S. Federal Reserve and national central banks respond. Even with extensive liquidity supports, a number of banks failed, were forced into mergers or required resolution (BIS, 2009) .
As a well functioning interbank market is essential for efficient financial intermediation, it is evident that bank liquidity and smooth functioning of interbank markets should be of crucial importance of academicians and policymakers. However, the literature investigates mainly the risk of contagion through the interbank market (e.g. Allen and Gale, 2000; Blavarg and Nimander, 2002; or Wells, 2004) . Only Lucchetta (2007) analyzed on the factors which influence the behavior of banks on the interbank market. The aim of this paper is therefore to find out determinants which affect the commercial banks´ decision to lend on the interbank market in the Visegrad countries. We will focus also on the development of the net position of commercial banks on the interbank markets.
There are several reasons why we focus on Visegrad countries. The Visegrad Group is an association of countries that positively cope with the consequences of the communist era, and gradually become a respected group in an international political scene. In these countries, the financial system can be characterized as bank-oriented. Banks have a dominant role in financial intermediation and banks are also important for the whole economy of these countries. All Visegrad countries are characterized by a universal banking model. The group of analyzed countries is sufficiently homogenous because of the cooperation within the Visegrad countries and the nature of all four banking sectors. However, since the activities of banks in each country slightly differs, we can expect some differences also in liquidity risk management, determinants of bank liquidity and vulnerability of banks to potential liquidity shocks. Various studies investigated various aspects of the functioning of stock markets (Stavárek and Heryán, 2012) , exchange rates (Stavárek, 2010) , bank concentration, competition and efficiency (Řepková and Stavárek, 2011) and financial integration (Matoušek and Stavárek, 2012; Vodová, 2012) in the Visegrad countries. However, the empirical evidence of banks´ behavior on the interbank market is still missing (Vodová (2013) provided the only complex study of determinants of bank liquidity in these countries). This paper therefore fills this gap.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section defines bank liquidity and its link to the interbank market. Section 3 describes trends in positions of banks on the interbank market in the Visegrad countries. Following sections focus on the model and show results of a probit model analysis. The last section captures concluding remarks.
Bank Liquidity and Interbank Markets
Liquidity risk can be defined as the risk that a bank, though solvent, either does not have enough financial resources to allow it to meet its obligation as they fall due, or can obtain such funds only at excessive costs (Vento and La Ganga, 2009 ). The bank is able to satisfy the demand for money, and hence is liquid, as long as at each point in time outflows of money are smaller or equal to inflows plus the stock of money held by bank. If outflows are larger than inflows and the stock of money, there is a deficit. The bank has to find a way how to finance it. Depending on the nature, severity and duration of the liquidity shock, BIS (2008) recommends banks to identify following alternative sources of funding: deposit growth, the lengthening of maturities of liabilities, new issues of short-and long-term debt instruments, intra-group fund transfers, new capital issues, the sale of subsidiaries or lines of business, asset securitization, the sale of highly liquid assets, drawing-down committed facilities and borrowing from the central bank´s marginal lending facilities. Not all of these options may be available in all circumstances and some may be available only with a substantial time delay. However, if the bank is unable to finance the liquidity shortage, the bank will become illiquid and default. Of course, there is also the possibility that the sum of total inflows and the stock of money are larger than outflows. In this case, there is no liquidity risk, no borrowing is necessary and the bank can sell the excess liquidity on the market (Drehman and Nikolau, 2009) .
The linkages between banks on the interbank market can destabilize the financial system in periods of higher liquidity risk. At the beginning, there is a liquidity shock: as a result of imperfect market information such as poor solvency of any bank, the liquidity of such bank is threatened. This is the type of idiosyncratic liquidity risk which may not significantly harm the banking sector. The problem arises when the risk is transferred to several financial institutions and becomes a systemic liquidity risk. This can occur through the information channel, the real channel or liquidity hoarding. In case of the information channel, the information contagion means sudden and sometimes also unexpected changes in the behavior of economic agents which may take the form of herding behavior, information cascades or even sudden reassessment of economic fundamentals (Komárková et al., 2012) . The real channel appears as a direct knock-on effect from illiquid bank to other banks through the financial flows in payment systems or direct linkages between banks (where banks hold assets and liabilities of other banks). A failure of one bank can cause the potential reduction of liquidity stock on interbank market and thus transfer the liquidity shortage to other banks. Especially in periods of higher uncertainty, some illiquid banks may be eliminated from the market. Such banks can then either ask the central bank for liquidity support, or they may try to obtain additional liquidity by selling their assets (Komárková et al., 2012) .
Liquidity hoarding is a defensive strategy of banks which has systemic effects. Banks with insufficient liquidity can hoard the liquidity by shortening the maturity of its wholesale lending or they can stop rolling over or issuing new wholesale loans completely. Such practice is likely to have adverse systemic consequences by tightening overall funding conditions and cause deterioration in confidence. It can create or deepen liquidity problems of banks which were dependent on these loans. So liquidity hoarding may improve one bank´s liquidity position but at the expense of other banks (Kapadia et al., 2012) .
Positions of Banks on the Interbank Market in the Visegrad Countries
We used unconsolidated balance sheet data on annual basis over the period from 2000 to 2011 which were obtained from annual reports of individual banks and from the database BankScope. The data set includes a significant part of each analyzed banking sector, not only by the number of banks but also by their share on total banking assets (Table 1) . Due to the homogeneity of the data set, we include only data of commercial banks and we abstract from branches of foreign banks, mortgage banks, building societies and state banks with special purpose (such as Českomoravská záruční a rozvojová banka, Slovenská záručná a rozvojová banka, Česká exportní banka, Exim banka, Magyar Fejlesztési Bank or Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego). Activity of banks on the interbank market is reflected in the bank´s balance sheet: a loan provided to other bank increases dues from banks on the asset side, a loan drawn from other bank increases dues to banks on the liability side. Comparing dues from banks with dues to banks, we obtain the net position of the bank on the interbank market. If dues from banks are higher than dues to banks, the bank is a net lender on the interbank market. However, if dues to banks are higher than dues from banks, the bank is a net borrower on the interbank market. To be able to compare different-sized banks, we will calculate the share of net interbank position in total assets of the bank (1):
where L is the liquidity ratio, DFB are dues from banks, DTB represents dues to banks and TOA means total assets. The value of this ratio is positive for net lenders and negative for net borrowers. Comparing with clients´ deposits, raising funds in the interbank market is significantly more flexible. But due to the low stability of this source of funding (bank is constantly under the control of its counterparties which in case of doubts about the financial situation of the bank may not roll over loans), it is more risky. Banks who are net borrowers are thus much more vulnerable. Median values of the liquidity ratio are presented in Figure 2 .
Only in the Czech banking sector, the median value of this ratio is positive for the whole analyzed period. The Czech banking sector as a whole is a net lender in the interbank market. PPF banka, Equa bank, Komerční banka and GE Money Bank in some years had the highest values of this ratio (and thus they are the biggest net lenders, relatively to their size). Of course there are some banks that are net borrowers on the interbank market, such as LLBW Bank CZ, Raiffeisenbank and Volksbank. The Polish banking sector is the net borrower almost for the whole analyzed period, with the only exception of 2001. RCI Bank Polska, SGB Bank and Bank BPS are the largest borrowers. However, it is possible to find also banks that are net lenders on the interbank market, such as Bank Pocztowy, Getin Noble Bank, Deutsche Bank Polska or RBS Bank.
The Model
In order to find out determinants which affect the commercial banks´ decision to lend on interbank market in the Visegrad countries, we use a probit model. Probit model is a specific form of a panel data regression analysis. In case of the probit model, the dependent variable L it (i.e. the liquidity ratio for bank i in time t) can only take two values, i.e. 0 or 1. Suppose that P i denotes probability that L it = 1 (i.e. 1 -P i denotes probability that L it = 0). The aim is to model the probability P i , that the dependent variable will have a value of 1, specifying the following model (2):
where X it is a vector of explanatory variables (regressors) and α and β´ are estimated parameters. Due to the nonlinear characteristics of this model, the ordinary least square estimate is not possible. It is recommended to use the maximum likelihood method. The estimated values of the coefficients then maximize the value of the dependent variable (Verbeek, 2000) . It is evident that the most important task is to choose the appropriate explanatory variables. Although liquidity problems of some banks during the global financial crisis re-emphasized the fact that liquidity is very important for the functioning of financial markets and the banking sector, an important gap still exists in the empirical literature about liquidity and its measuring.
Lucchetta (2007) is the only study that uses the probit model for empirical verification of the hypothesis that interest rates affect banks' risk taking and the decision to hold liquidity across European countries. The analysis is based on data of 5066 European banks over the period from 1998 to 2004. The study came to conclusion that across European countries, the interbank interest rate positively affects the liquidity retained by banks and the decision of a bank to be a lender in the interbank market. The key variable which affects the decision to lend in the interbank market is the liquidity price which depends on the demand and supply of liquidity and on the risk-free interest rate. The increase of this price increases the liquidity supply and thereby the lending in the interbank market. As this new liquidity is invested by borrowers in risky loans, the rise in the risk-free interest rate increases banks´ risk-taking behavior (which is measured by the share of loans on total assets and share of loan loss provisions on net interest revenues). The results also showed that bank size matters: the lender banks tend to be smaller than borrower ones. The relation between the monetary policy interest rate and the decision of a bank to hold liquidity and to lend in the interbank market is negative.
Due to the lack of any other relevant studies that would cover determinants of bank behavior on the interbank market, we will also focus on studies that examine the determinants of bank liquidity in the Visegrad countries and in various banking sectors around the world. Vodová (2013) analyzed determinants of the liquid asset ratio in the period from 2000 to 2011 in the Visegrad countries. Both macroeconomic and ban-specific factors were tested. The results of the panel data regression analysis showed that the liquid asset ratio is mostly influenced by the size of the bank, its capital adequacy and profitability. Also overall macroeconomic conditions, such as the growth rate of gross domestic product, the existence of the financial crisis, the exchange rate or the rate of unemployment and the development of interest rates (both on loans and interbank transactions) are important. Other studies analyzing determinants of bank liquidity in some countries are e.g. Dinger (2009) The selection of variables was based on the above cited relevant studies. For each variable, we considered whether its use makes economic sense in the Visegrad countries. For this reason, we excluded from the analysis variables such as political incidents. We also considered which other factors could influence the bank liquidity. The limiting factor then was the availability of some data. Table 2 provides a precise definition of used variables, together with the data source.
We considered six bank specific factors (share of liquid assets in total assets, share of loans in total assets, capital adequacy, share of classified loans in total loans, return on equity and size of the bank) and nine macroeconomic factors. We do not have an exact expectation of the impact of these factors on the bank liquidity because their impact was different in the above cited studies. The macroeconomic data were provided by the International Financial Statistics of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The data on average exchange rates 1 were provided by Oanda database. The bank specific data were calculated from the data published in the annual reports of individual banks or from the BankScope database.
Results and Discussion
Before the regression analysis, it is necessary to carry out the unit root tests of the time series used. For this purpose, we used the Levin, Lin, Chu test which indicated that all time series are stationary on their level. We performed the unit root tests for panels of the tested banking sectors. Because of the stationarity of time series, we could continue with the probit model.
First we included all explanatory variables which might have an effect on the dependent variable: we estimated the equation (2), which has the following initial form (3): 
where L it is 1 for the bank which is a net lender and 0 for the bank which is a net borrower in the interbank market in the given year. The probability that the bank will be a net lender is affected by variables specified above, α is a constant for the whole regression model, β are the estimated parameters.
To reduce the number of explanatory variables, we used the results of diagnostic tests determining the redundancy of variables. We also took into account the information criteria, including Akaike criterion, Schwarz criterion and Hannan-Quinn criterion. We also considered the correlation and statistical significance of individual variables. Our aim is to find a regression model with a high value of the adjusted coefficient of determination in which all the variables involved are statistically significant. The results of these final models are presented in following tables.
As it can be seen from Table 3 , net lenders are rather banks with higher liquidity and higher capital adequacy in the Czech Republic. Their decision to provide interbank loans is influenced also by the growth rate of gross domestic product and signs of financial crisis in the Czech banking sector.
Czech net lenders maintain a higher buffer of liquid assets (the ratio LIA) than net borrowers, i.e. the probability that the bank will be a net lender increases with higher liquidity of that bank. Such result is not surprising. Dues from banks represents a significant part of liquid assets, thereby themselves increases the bank liquidity.
The probability that the bank will be net lender increases also with higher capital adequacy. Again, this is not a surprising finding: according to our findings, Czech banks with higher capital adequacy are more liquid and more liquid banks can provide more loans to other banks. This confirms again the risk absorption hypothesis (see Vodová, 2013 ).
1 It is evident from Table 2 that the variable EUR does not consider the development of the exchange rate SKK/EUR. The reason is that the euro is the official currency in Slovakia from 1 January 2009. We wanted to assess whether the development of the exchange rate SKK/EUR had any impact on liquidity of Slovak banks by the year 2008, therefore we tried to estimate equation 3.3 only for the period 2000-2008. However, the exchange rate was not statistically significant. This is the reason why we do not use this variable in regression models for Slovak banks and we present only results for the whole analyzed period, i.e. 2000-2011. The starred coefficient estimates are significant at the 1% (*), 5% (**) or 10% (***) level.
During the financial crisis, the probability that Czech banks will be net lenders declines. This is clear evidence that at least some Czech banks hoarded liquidity in response to the financial crisis, i.e. they tried to shorten the maturity of interbank loans or reduce volume of these loans. This is confirmed also by the sign of the regression coefficient of the last statistically significant variable: the higher the growth rate of gross domestic product, the higher is the probability that banks will be net lenders. During recession, banks are likely more cautious and prefer other forms of liquid assets, such as government securities or balances with central bank. Conversely, during expansion, banks perceive credit risk of other banks as lower, therefore their willingness to provide interbank loans increases.
Determinants of net lenders in the interbank market for Hungarian banks are presented in Table 4 . Four variables are statistically significant: the interbank interest rate, the interest margin, the share of loans in total assets and the unemployment rate). The starred coefficient estimates are significant at the 1% (*), 5% (**) or 10% (***) level.
The behavior of Hungarian banks on the interbank market is affected by the interbank interest rate and the interest margin. In case of the interbank interest rate, we came to the opposite conclusion than Lucchetta (2007) : the increase of interbank interest rate lowers the motivation of Hungarian banks to provide interbank loans, i.e. the probability that Hungarian banks will be net lenders, is decreasing. Hungarian banks unambiguously perceive a higher interest rate as a signal of higher credit risk. Therefore, even though they could potentially achieve higher profits at higher interest rates, they are not willing to provide such loans because they recognize the likelihood of the deterioration of the loan portfolio and its negative impact on bank profitability. Instead, they prefer to focus on other items of liquid assets, particular on government securities. Such behavior is fully consistent with the problem of credit crunch and credit rationing.
This finding is fully supported also by the positive sign of the regression coefficient for the interest margin. This means that the increase in the interest margin is for Hungarian banks again a signal of higher credit risk, but this time the risk is associated with loans to non-bank customers. Because banks do not want to accept this risk, they prefer less risky operations such as lending in the interbank market. The increase in the interest margin thus increases the probability that Hungarian banks become net lenders in the interbank market.
The results of the probit model estimation further confirm the link between the net interbank position and the lending activity of the bank. It is logical that banks with a higher share of loans to non-bank clients in total assets (i.e. with higher ratio LOA) cannot focus so much on lending to other banks. At the same time, banks with lower value of the ratio LOA can provide more interbank loans. Therefore the probability that the bank will be a net lender decreases with higher share of loans in total assets.
The unemployment rate is the last statistically significant variable. It may also express in some way the link between lending activity to bank and non-bank borrowers. With rising unemployment rate, the demand for loans is increasing. Meeting this demand decreases bank liquidity. Banks therefore do not have the excess liquidity so they can provide less interbank loans. The rise in unemployment rate therefore decreases the likelihood that Hungarian banks will be net lenders in the interbank market. The starred coefficient estimates are significant at the 1% (*), 5% (**) or 10% (***) level.
The net interbank position in Poland is determined also by four variables: the share of liquid assets in total assets, the interbank interest rate, the capital adequacy and the quality of loan portfolio. Again, first we included all explanatory variables which might have an effect on the dependent variable and then we reduced them with the use of information criteria to the final model (Table 5) .
The impact of the share of liquid assets in total assets, i.e. the ratio LIA, is the same as in case of Czech banks. Polish banks which are net lenders also have higher liquidity than net borrowers (the difference between the share of liquid assets in total assets for net lenders and net borrowers is more than 20 percentage points in some years).
In contrast, unlike in the Czech Republic, the probability that Polish banks will be net lenders decreases with the increase of the capital adequacy. However, this finding is entirely consistent with our conclusion from the panel data regression analysis for the ratio LIA (see Vodová, 2013) : again, the financial fragility-crowding out hypothesis is confirmed (this hypothesis suggests that banks with higher capital adequacy monitor their borrowers less carefully -see Berger and Bouwman, 2009) .
The effect of the interbank interest rate is opposite than for Hungarian banks. This means that the interbank interest rate can be perceived as the price of liquidity obtained on the interbank market. The increase of this price is a clear motive for lender banks to raise their supply of liquidity on the interbank market because higher interbank interest rate makes these transactions more profitable. Therefore the higher the interbank interest rate, the higher the probability that Polish banks will become net lenders. This is the same conclusion as in Lucchetta (2007) .
The decision of banks about their net interbank position is influenced also by the quality of their loan portfolio. Polish banks react cautiously on the deterioration of the loan portfolio by limiting the lending activity to non-bank borrowers. Banks can invest these released funds on the interbank market. The probability that Polish banks will be net lenders increases with the growth of the share of classified loans in total loans.
Finally, Slovak net lenders have a lower share of loans in total assets and their decision is influenced also by the growth rate of gross domestic product and the interest rate on loans (Table 6 ). The starred coefficient estimates are significant at the 1% (*), 5% (**) or 10% (***) level.
The decision of Slovak banks to provide interbank loans depend on the business cycle. Banks are less willing to provide interbank loans during recession because they prefer to meet the increased demand for loans by households and companies. Conversely, companies and households repay loans during expansion, which increases bank liquidity. The excess liquidity can be then invested in the interbank market. This is the same effect as we have identified for Czech banks.
The positive impact of the interest rate on loans on the probability that Slovak banks will be net lenders on the interbank market fully corresponds with our results for the determinants of liquidity (Vodová, 2013) . In the Slovak banking sector, banks perceive a higher interest rate on loans as a signal of higher credit risk which stimulates them to reduce lending to households and companies and to prefer interbank market activities.
The influence of the last variable is the same as for Hungarian banks. In principle, also Slovak banks can either focus on loans to non-bank borrowers or on interbank loans. The probability that the bank will be a net lender thus decreases with increasing value of the ratio LOA, i.e. the share of loans in total assets.
Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to find out determinants which affect the commercial banks´ decision to lend on the interbank market in the Visegrad countries.
First we have focused on the activity of banks on the interbank market. The Czech banking sector as a whole is a net lender for the whole analyzed period, the Slovak banking sector in period [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] . The Hungarian banking sector is a net borrower since 2003. The Polish banking sector is the most vulnerable; it was a net lender only in 2001.
We have used probit model for identification of factors which determines the position of banks in the interbank market. The results showed that net lenders are more liquid in all Visegrad countries, irrespective of whether bank liquidity is measured by the share of liquid assets in total assets (in the Czech Republic and Poland) or by the share of loans in total assets (in Hungary and Slovakia). Capital adequacy also matters: Czech net lenders have higher capital adequacy, while Polish net lenders lower. The last bank specific factor which affects the net interbank position is the quality of the loan portfolio: with the deterioration of this quality, Polish banks start to focus more on interbank activities which increases the probability that they will be net lenders. Also several macroeconomic factors are important. Czech and Slovak banks are more willing to provide interbank loans during expansions. During the financial crisis, Czech banks even started to hoard liquidity. Hungarian banks react on the development of the unemployment rate: with the increase of this rate, they provide more loans to nonbank clients, which decrease the probability that they will be net lenders on the interbank market. Also interest rates play an important role. Slovak banks perceive the increase of interest rate on loans as a signal of a higher credit risk of the borrower and thus they shift their activities towards the interbank market. Hungarian banks react similarly to an increase in interest margin; moreover, they provide more interbank loans during periods of low interbank interest rates. On the contrary, activity of Polish banks on the interbank market grows with the increase of interbank interest rate. Return on equity, size of the bank, inflation rate, exchange rate development and monetary policy interest rate have no effect on the net interbank position in any of the analyzed countries.
